All the following terms are in the seek-and-find puzzle. The terms are frontwards, backwards, at an angle and backwards at an angle. Some of the terms share letters. Some of the terms are even in the puzzle twice. Terms in parentheses () are not in the puzzle. I hope you have as much fun doing the puzzles as I do creating them. Good luck!

abundant
advertising
Audi
austerity
bailout
banana
bilateral trade
blue gold
bottled (water)
Bretton Woods
budget
business
buy
chickens
Chiquita (Corporation)
Cochabamba
Cold War
collective ownership
colonialism
colonizer
comparative advantage
competition
concentration
conglomerates
core
cost
credit
curb
currencies
decrease
dependency
development
discontentment
disposable
Dispute Settlement (Body DSB)
efficiency
ethic
exchange (rates)
extport crop
extract
(financial) liberalization
food
Forbes
“golden straight jacket”
Heckscher, (Eli)
hegemony
hog
integration

intellectual property
International Monetary Fund
(General Agreement of Tariff and Trade) GATT
gain
gap
GATT
generalist
(generically engineered) GE
globe
GMO
gratification
growth
harbors
highways
imperialism
income (tax)
increase
indocrinates
influence
infrastructure
lending
lift
limited liability
local
media
military
monotonous
Monsanto
multinational (corporation)
obsession
Ohlin, (Bertil)
Outsourcing
pay
Pentagon
periphery
poor
ports
promoting network
privatize
public (education)
quota
railroads
reduce
repay
repetitive
restlessness
returns
rich
Roundup Ready
schools
self-reliance
sharecropper
small-scale projects
squatter
specialization
speculation
squeezed
Stolper-Samuelson theorem
Structural Adjustment Policy
subsistence
supermarkets
task
transition
TRIPS
villages
Washington Consensus
well-being
Wool Act
World Bank
White, (Harry Dexter)